
Manual Transcription

Handwriting Recognition

Copyboards

Digital Photography

PowerPoint®

Web Meeting

This is a tedious, time-consuming task no one 
wants. Subtleties of meaning are often lost in 
the process, and some images, such as idea 
maps, defy transcription.

These whiteboards can print and save color copies 
of their contents, but once the 30 x 70 inch board 
is full, you have to save, erase and start over. 
The costs run in the thousands and they are 
not portable.

Taking digital snapshots is a cheap way to 
document flipchart content, but the photos 
can be blurry and hard to read. Plus there are 
additional steps to download and organize the 
photos for distribution. Editing the images also 
requires additional software.

Electronic presentation authoring tools are fine 
for slick, canned presentations, but adding 
content live, during the meeting, is very difficult.

Best suited for virtual online meetings of isolated 
individuals to simultaneously review prepared 
documents. The difficulty of creating content on 
the fly discourages active participation.

Kapture™ Digital Flipchart SystemCompare Alternative Solutions

Kapture encourages collaboration by effortlessly 
sharing the same meeting content, in rich detail, 
with every team member.

Quartet Kapture allows you to write in any 
style because it captures each pen stroke. 
Add diagrams and drawings. There is nothing 
to learn. This group solution simultaneously 
captures notes from multiple users.

Old systems required learning a new alphabet 
and the software converted your writing into 
editable text.

With Kapture, you can fill up to three full pads 
of flipchart paper without stopping to save or 
print. You can use Kapture anywhere you can 
take flipcharts and a laptop – at a fraction of 
the cost of a copyboard.

Kapture delivers crisp, sharp images every time, 
and all the editing and organization of the pages 
is done right in the Kapture software.

Kapture allows you to use flipcharts to easily 
create content live and record ideas and 
decisions as they emerge during the course 
of a meeting.

Kapture facilitates spontaneous creation of notes 
and drawings in actual group settings, without 
technology getting in the way.

Kapture™ all the benefits
with none of the drawbacks.

Share Your Vision
Use visuals to drive home your message. Or, build a new process and 
reach consensus faster with the full team participating in the process.

• Works seamlessly with the way you normally work 
• Jump from page to page – the software automatically keeps track of 
 the pages allowing you to edit or add comments at any time during  
 the meeting

Save time and eliminate work with Kapture,
the revolutionary collaboration tool that digitally captures and shares your ideas.
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For frequently asked questions and product information please visit: www.QuartetKapture.com

Save Time and Money. Communicate Better
• Eliminate transcribing meeting notes 
• Improves meeting recall by distributing actual images created  
 during the meeting 
• Transmits every pen stroke directly to your computer 
• Save, edit and organize your notes in the software suite 
• Distribute pages as jpg or pdf files 
• Setup is easy, right out of the box

Lead More Productive Meetings
Keep your team in the here-and-now. Freed from the task of note taking, 
they will be more engaged and make greater contributions knowing that 
Quartet Kapture is saving everything for later. And the process couldn’t 
be simpler, or easier.

• Kapture Software will track up to 3 pads (90 pages) at the same time.  
 Plus, up to four people can be writing simultaneously. 

Visible Benefits
  Create and capture your meeting notes in  
  one easy step. Imagine the possibilities…

Capture their Attention!
Explore some of the ways that Quartet Kapture can enhance your 
meetings at QuartetKapture.com/attention

• Meeting Notes 
• Mind and Process Maps 
• Effective Brainstorming 
• Interactive Presentations

System Requirements:
PC running Windows® XP Service Pack 2, Vista™ or Windows® 7. Mac running OSX 10.5 or higher. 
Available USB 2.0 port. Internet connection for updates. Processor: 1.0 GHz processor minimum  
(2.5 GHz or higher recommended). RAM: 512 MB RAM minimum (1 GB recommended)  
Hard disk: 500 MB of available space.

www.QuartetKapture.com



Eliminate work! Take back time spent typing 
up notes and struggling to scan large flipchart 
pages. Digitally capture, save and email your 
meeting notes in seconds. 

Graphs, drawings and notes written on the 
digital flipchart pads are instantly transmitted 
to your PC. 

It’s technology that truly makes life easier.

Visit www.QuartetKapture.com to learn more.

Write it! Record it! Email it!
Capture and share your ideas the second you put pen to paper!

How Does Quartet Kapture Work?
Digitally capture, save and email.

Step 1: Plug In
Connect the Kapture USB Receiver to your PC or Mac laptop. 
If it’s the first use of Kapture on that computer, you’ll be 
prompted to install the Kapture Software Suite. It’s a quick and 
easy process – just synch the digital pen to the Bluetooth® 
receiver and you’re ready to use Kapture.

Step 2: Write and Capture
A tiny camera in the tip of the Kapture Digital Pen tracks your 
strokes across a nearly invisible, patented, dot pattern printed 
on the Quartet Kapture Digital Flipchart Pads and sends that 
information via Bluetooth® to the USB Receiver plugged into 
your computer. The technology works seamlessly with the way 
you currently work, capturing notes on multiple pages with 
multiple pens, keeping everything organized just as it appears 
on the actual flipchart pages.

Step 3: Edit and Distribute
Within the Kapture Software Suite, you can cut and paste from page 
to page, delete and reorder pages, and then save, print and/or email 
the pages in jpg or pdf format to the rest of the team.

Fast and Easy
Digitally record your notes in a few  
simple steps.

Quartet Kapture™ Premium Kit • Item # 23702
Use the multi-color capability of your Kapture system. The kit includes: 
• The Kapture USB Receiver with the Kapture Software Suite 
• (3) Kapture Digital Pens 
• Includes (2) black, (2) green, (2) blue and (2) red ink cartridges (8 total) and (3) AAA batteries
• (2) Digital Pen Carrying Cases 
• (4) 30-pg, 22.5 x 33 inch, self-adhesive Kapture Digital Flipchart Pads 
• (1) USB Receiver and Pen setup card

Quartet Kapture™ Office Kit • Item # 23701
Outfit your conference room with a Kapture system. The kit includes: 
• The Kapture USB Receiver with the Kapture Software Suite 
• (2) Kapture Digital Pens 
• Includes (6) black ink cartridges and (2) AAA batteries 
• Digital Pen Carrying Case 
• (2) 30-pg, 22.5 x 33 inch, self-adhesive Kapture Digital Flipchart Pads 
• (1) USB Receiver and Pen setup card

Quartet Kapture™ Starter Kit • Item # 23700
Get started using Kapture today. The kit includes: 
• The Kapture USB Receiver with the Kapture Software Suite 
• (1) Kapture Digital Pen 
• Includes (1) black ink cartridge and (1) AAA battery
• (1) 30-pg, 22.5 x 33 inch, self-adhesive Kapture Digital Flipchart Pad 
• (1) USB Receiver and Pen setup card

Quartet Kapture™ Digital Flipchart Pads (2) • Item # 23703
These 22.5 x 33 inch, self-adhesive flipchart pads are printed with a barely visible, patented, dot pattern that 
facilitates the handwriting tracking process. They are comparably priced to regular self-adhesive pads, so  
feel free to use them whenever you like, with or without the Kapture system. Includes (1) B and (1) C pad; 
30 pages each.

Quartet Kapture™ Digital Pen Cartridges: Assorted Colors (8) • Item # 23705
(2) black, (2) red, (2) blue and (2) green, bullet tip, AP Certified, dry-erase ink cartridges designed specifically 
for the Kapture Digital Pen.

Quartet Kapture™ Digital Pen Cartridges: Black (6) • Item # 23704
Package of (6) black, bullet tip, AP Certified, dry-erase ink cartridges designed specifically for the Kapture  
Digital Pen.

Quartet Kapture™ Digital Pen • Item # 23706
This ergonomic pen links to the Kapture USB Receiver via Bluetooth™ and features an LED status indicator. 
Range from the receiver is 32 feet. Up to 7 pens can be synch’d to a USB receiver and 4 pens used 
simultaneously. Also includes one black ink cartridge and one AAA battery.

Quartet Kapture™ USB Receiver • Item # 23707
This Bluetooth® receiver comes pre-loaded with the Kapture Software Suite which can be easily installed 
without technical support. Can sync to up to four pens at once to enable multiple users or multiple color.  
Also includes one set-up card for pen synchronization. Compatible with both Macs and PCs.

Accessorize
Kits and accessories that truly  
make life easier.
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For frequently asked questions and product information please visit: www.QuartetKapture.com

Save Time and Money. Communicate Better
• Eliminate transcribing meeting notes 
• Improves meeting recall by distributing actual images created  
 during the meeting 
• Transmits every pen stroke directly to your computer 
• Save, edit and organize your notes in the software suite 
• Distribute pages as jpg or pdf files 
• Setup is easy, right out of the box

Lead More Productive Meetings
Keep your team in the here-and-now. Freed from the task of note taking, 
they will be more engaged and make greater contributions knowing that 
Quartet Kapture is saving everything for later. And the process couldn’t 
be simpler, or easier.

• Kapture Software will track up to 3 pads (90 pages) at the same time.  
 Plus, up to four people can be writing simultaneously. 

Visible Benefits
  Create and capture your meeting notes in  
  one easy step. Imagine the possibilities…

Capture their Attention!
Explore some of the ways that Quartet Kapture can enhance your 
meetings at QuartetKapture.com/attention

• Meeting Notes 
• Mind and Process Maps 
• Effective Brainstorming 
• Interactive Presentations

System Requirements:
PC running Windows® XP Service Pack 2, Vista™ or Windows® 7. Mac running OSX 10.5 or higher. 
Available USB 2.0 port. Internet connection for updates. Processor: 1.0 GHz processor minimum  
(2.5 GHz or higher recommended). RAM: 512 MB RAM minimum (1 GB recommended)  
Hard disk: 500 MB of available space.

www.QuartetKapture.com
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pages. Digitally capture, save and email your 
meeting notes in seconds. 

Graphs, drawings and notes written on the 
digital flipchart pads are instantly transmitted 
to your PC. 

It’s technology that truly makes life easier.

Visit www.QuartetKapture.com to learn more.

Write it! Record it! Email it!
Capture and share your ideas the second you put pen to paper!

How Does Quartet Kapture Work?
Digitally capture, save and email.

Step 1: Plug In
Connect the Kapture USB Receiver to your PC or Mac laptop. 
If it’s the first use of Kapture on that computer, you’ll be 
prompted to install the Kapture Software Suite. It’s a quick and 
easy process – just synch the digital pen to the Bluetooth® 
receiver and you’re ready to use Kapture.

Step 2: Write and Capture
A tiny camera in the tip of the Kapture Digital Pen tracks your 
strokes across a nearly invisible, patented, dot pattern printed 
on the Quartet Kapture Digital Flipchart Pads and sends that 
information via Bluetooth® to the USB Receiver plugged into 
your computer. The technology works seamlessly with the way 
you currently work, capturing notes on multiple pages with 
multiple pens, keeping everything organized just as it appears 
on the actual flipchart pages.

Step 3: Edit and Distribute
Within the Kapture Software Suite, you can cut and paste from page 
to page, delete and reorder pages, and then save, print and/or email 
the pages in jpg or pdf format to the rest of the team.

Fast and Easy
Digitally record your notes in a few  
simple steps.

 Edit and Distribute
Within the Kapture Software Suite, you can cut and paste from page 
to page, delete and reorder pages, and then save, print and/or email 
the pages in jpg or pdf format to the rest of the team.

Quartet Kapture™ Premium Kit • Item # 23702
Use the multi-color capability of your Kapture system. The kit includes: 
• The Kapture USB Receiver with the Kapture Software Suite 
• (3) Kapture Digital Pens 
• Includes (2) black, (2) green, (2) blue and (2) red ink cartridges (8 total) and (3) AAA batteries
• (2) Digital Pen Carrying Cases 
• (4) 30-pg, 22.5 x 33 inch, self-adhesive Kapture Digital Flipchart Pads 
• (1) USB Receiver and Pen setup card

Quartet Kapture™ Office Kit • Item # 23701
Outfit your conference room with a Kapture system. The kit includes: 
• The Kapture USB Receiver with the Kapture Software Suite 
• (2) Kapture Digital Pens 
• Includes (6) black ink cartridges and (2) AAA batteries 
• Digital Pen Carrying Case 
• (2) 30-pg, 22.5 x 33 inch, self-adhesive Kapture Digital Flipchart Pads 
• (1) USB Receiver and Pen setup card

Quartet Kapture™ Starter Kit • Item # 23700
Get started using Kapture today. The kit includes: 
• The Kapture USB Receiver with the Kapture Software Suite 
• (1) Kapture Digital Pen 
• Includes (1) black ink cartridge and (1) AAA battery
• (1) 30-pg, 22.5 x 33 inch, self-adhesive Kapture Digital Flipchart Pad 
• (1) USB Receiver and Pen setup card

Quartet Kapture™ Digital Flipchart Pads (2) • Item # 23703
These 22.5 x 33 inch, self-adhesive flipchart pads are printed with a barely visible, patented, dot pattern that 
facilitates the handwriting tracking process. They are comparably priced to regular self-adhesive pads, so  
feel free to use them whenever you like, with or without the Kapture system. Includes (1) B and (1) C pad; 
30 pages each.

Quartet Kapture™ Digital Pen Cartridges: Assorted Colors (8) • Item # 23705
(2) black, (2) red, (2) blue and (2) green, bullet tip, AP Certified, dry-erase ink cartridges designed specifically 
for the Kapture Digital Pen.

Quartet Kapture™ Digital Pen Cartridges: Black (6) • Item # 23704
Package of (6) black, bullet tip, AP Certified, dry-erase ink cartridges designed specifically for the Kapture  
Digital Pen.

Quartet Kapture™ Digital Pen • Item # 23706
This ergonomic pen links to the Kapture USB Receiver via Bluetooth™ and features an LED status indicator. 
Range from the receiver is 32 feet. Up to 7 pens can be synch’d to a USB receiver and 4 pens used 
simultaneously. Also includes one black ink cartridge and one AAA battery.

Quartet Kapture™ USB Receiver • Item # 23707
This Bluetooth® receiver comes pre-loaded with the Kapture Software Suite which can be easily installed 
without technical support. Can sync to up to four pens at once to enable multiple users or multiple color.  
Also includes one set-up card for pen synchronization. Compatible with both Macs and PCs.

Accessorize
Kits and accessories that truly  
make life easier.
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For frequently asked questions and product information please visit: www.QuartetKapture.com

Save Time and Money. Communicate Better
• Eliminate transcribing meeting notes 
• Improves meeting recall by distributing actual images created  
 during the meeting 
• Transmits every pen stroke directly to your computer 
• Save, edit and organize your notes in the software suite 
• Distribute pages as jpg or pdf files 
• Setup is easy, right out of the box

Lead More Productive Meetings
Keep your team in the here-and-now. Freed from the task of note taking, 
they will be more engaged and make greater contributions knowing that 
Quartet Kapture is saving everything for later. And the process couldn’t 
be simpler, or easier.

• Kapture Software will track up to 3 pads (90 pages) at the same time.  
 Plus, up to four people can be writing simultaneously. 
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  Create and capture your meeting notes in  
  one easy step. Imagine the possibilities…

Capture their Attention!
Explore some of the ways that Quartet Kapture can enhance your 
meetings at QuartetKapture.com/attention

• Meeting Notes 
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System Requirements:
PC running Windows® XP Service Pack 2, Vista™ or Windows® 7. Mac running OSX 10.5 or higher. 
Available USB 2.0 port. Internet connection for updates. Processor: 1.0 GHz processor minimum  
(2.5 GHz or higher recommended). RAM: 512 MB RAM minimum (1 GB recommended)  
Hard disk: 500 MB of available space.
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